
Firmware Live Date: May 30, 2024

Highlights:

A new System Update v6.0.16 for all Legends Pinball 4KP devices is now available! This update 
focuses around the Legends 4K  PinballNet  soft launch to access and play over 140+ pinball 
tables at launch and enjoy an ever-expanding library of virtual pinball tables!

The system update will automatically appear for download when you power on your Legends 4K  
device. You can also manually check for updates by navigating to Settings → Device Update → 
System Update → Check Update From Online →  Update on your device.
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Miscellaneous:
• For the latest information on future releases, please follow AtGames on Facebook 

(@AtGamesGaming), Twitter (@AtGamesGaming), or Instagram (@atgamesgaming).
• Legends 4K  Pinball Packs can be found here.
• The latest release notes can be found here.

Known Issues Being Worked On:
1. Improvements for flipper lag in Zen pinball tables are still in progress.
2. Accelerometer can not be adjusted or disabled.
3. The plunger sensitivity has a small dead zone and minimal lag affecting visual feedback. A fix is 

being worked on for future builds.
4. On rare occasions, CE-4K may crash to a black screen with a “Critical Error” pop-up. If this 

happens, you should restart your Legends Pinball 4KP machine.
5. Wireless Pairing does not scan automatically on some rare occasions. In this case, the 

Bluetooth devices will not be listed. Restart your Legends Pinball 4KP machine to fix this 
problem.

6. After playing a game from an FDX thumb drive, the FDX thumb drive can no longer be 
dismounted.

7. On rare occasions when you try to connect to a Wi-Fi network, CE-4K may crash.
8. Bluetooth headsets are currently not fully supported. While they will pair in the Wireless Pairing 

screen, audio will not be sent to them.
9. Arcade Play Link does not support portrait mode.
10. Pinball packs that have the same table(s) already pre-installed in the machine will not be 

displayed as duplicates when they are downloaded. CE-4K will only show the pre-installed same 
tables. This will be adjusted in a future release.

11. Switching the Flipper and Nudge buttons inside of the Pinball Settings does not function within 
Zen tables.
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